The secondary structures, as well as the nucleotide sequences, are the important features of RNA molecules to characterize their functions. According to the thermodynamic model, however, the probability of any secondary structure is very small. As a consequence, any tool to predict the secondary structures of RNAs has limited accuracy. On the other hand, there are a few tools to compensate the imperfect predictions by calculating and visualizing the secondary structural information from RNA sequences. It is desirable to obtain the rich information from those tools through a friendly interface. We implemented a web server of the tools to predict secondary structures and to calculate various structural features based on the energy models of secondary structures. By just giving an RNA sequence to the web server, the user can get the different types of solutions of the secondary structures, the marginal probabilities such as base-paring probabilities, loop probabilities and accessibilities of the local bases, the energy changes by arbitrary base mutations as well as the measures for validations of the predicted secondary structures. The web server is available at http://rtools.cbrc.jp, which integrates software tools, CentroidFold, CentroidHomfold, IPKnot, CapR, Raccess, Rchange and RintD.
INTRODUCTION
The primary sequences of RNAs are important for their functions because the base-parings of the reverse complementary sub-sequences identify the target RNAs. At the same time, those RNAs frequently conserve their secondary structures. The secondary structures reflect the tertiary structures and also related to the free sub-sequences which can interact with the reverse complementary subsequences of the other RNAs. While high-throughput experimental methods have still limitations, it is desirable to characterize the secondary structures of RNAs in silico.
In silico prediction of RNA secondary structures is often referred as 'unreliable,' often failing to predict well-known secondary structures like the clover-leaf of tRNA e.g. (1) . Although the prediction gives approximately 'correct' secondary structures in considerable frequency, the predicted structures almost always include many errors.
The probability distribution of the secondary structure θ of an RNA sequence x is denoted as Boltzmann distribution (2) :
where E(θ |x) is the free energy of the secondary structure θ , R is the ideal gas constant, T is a temperature and Z(x) is the partition function,
The nearest neighbor energy model defines E(θ |x) as the summation of the free energy of all the loops, which is calculated according to the combinations of the nearest nucleotides of the loops. The experimentally identified parameters are used for this calculation.
The number of possible secondary structures of an RNA is huge, and the probability of the predicted structure (with respect to the Boltzmann distribution) is very small, around 1% even in the fortunate cases. For example, it is known that the structure of an rRNA with the highest probability is about 10 −22 (3) . Therefore, it is dangerous to proceed to further biological inferences based on the predicted structures.
The in silico secondary structural analyses are, however, not useless but productive if the combination of the tools are appropriately utilized. Although the total probability of a precise secondary structure of an RNA sequence is very small, various marginal probabilities with respect to the distribution p(θ |x), which are not necessarily very small, can be introduced. For example, the 'base-pairing probability matrix' (BPPM), where each component p ij is the marginal probability that x i and x j form a base-pair (called 'basepairing probability') reflects the landscape of the probability distribution of the secondary structures. BPPM can be computed efficiently in O(L 3 ) time (L is the length of RNA sequence) by using a dynamic programming (DP) based on the McCaskill model (2) (cf. Figure 2 ). Similar algorithms give us the marginal probabilities of a variety of local structural features, such as loop probabilities and accessibilities (4, 5) .
The extensions of DP algorithms also enable us to extract different types of secondary structural information. For example, the energy change by all the possible base mutations (including the combination of base mutations) can be calculated (6) . The validation of the predicted structure is also important. Because the probability of the structure itself is very small, more reasonable measures are required. The credibility limit (7) is the measure of the concentration of the probabilities around the predicted structures, which reflects the stability and the reliability of the predicted structure.
DESIGN OF Rtools WEB SERVER
In Rtools web server, we implemented seven tools described in the next section, all of which focus on analyzing secondary structures for single RNA sequences, based on probability distribution of RNA secondary structures. Due to the reason, an interface of Rtools is quite simple, where users paste an RNA sequence in the text-form and press 'Submit' button; then Rtools quickly returns various analyses for the sequence. The results (e.g. base-pairing probability matrix and graphs) are offered as the following formats: EPS, PNG and JPEG, which can be easily utilized in the research paper. Additionally, users can easily adjust internal parameters in each tool through web interface (Figure 1) . In Rtools, we implemented a routine for visualizing base-pairing probability matrix in colors. Additionally, users obtain 'Request ID' in the results page and can always access the results by using the ID.
ALGORITHMS AND SOFTWARE
Given an RNA sequence x, a set of possible secondary structures of x is denoted by S(x), where a secondary structure θ ∈ S(x) is represented as a (upper-)triangular binaryvalued matrix {θ ij } i < j : θ ij = 1 if the i-the nucleotide in x (denoted by x i ) forms a base-pair with x j . In addition, a probability distribution of RNA secondary structure of x is denoted by p(|x) (θ ∈ S(x)), where θ∈S(x) p(θ |x) holds. Several models for p(θ |x) have been proposed (as described in Introduction section). By using this notation, a marginal probability that x i and x j form a base-pair (a base-pairing probability described in Introduction) is written as follows:
where I( · ) is the indicator function and θ ij is (i, j)-element of θ ∈ S(x) i.e., I(θ ij = 1) is equal to 1 only when x i and x j form a base-pair (I(θ ij = 1) = 0 otherwise). Each tool implemented in Rtools web server is closely related to marginal probabilities (including base-pairing probability) with respect to a distribution of RNA secondary structures, as described in the following.
CentroidFold
CentroidFold (8) predicts a pseudo-knot-free RNA secondary structure from an individual RNA sequence. The algorithm of CentroidFold is based on ␥ -centroid estimators (9), a type of maximizing expected accuracy (MEA) estimators. The ␥ -centroid estimators are known to have better expected accuracy than the minimum free energy (MFE) predictions, in terms of the number of true positives and true negatives of base pairs (8) . On average, it is known that CentroidFold achieves better performance with respect to accurate predictions of base-pairs than other tools (10) .
The time complexity of CentroidFold using basepairing probability matrix (14) is utilized to compute base-pairing probability matrix for McCaskill model.
CentroidHomfold
To improve the accuracy of secondary structure predictions, comparative approaches with homologous sequences are often utilized because important structures are conserved evolutionarily. CentroidHomfold (15) aims to predict secondary structures more accurately (than CentroidFold) by using the information of the homologous sequences. The initial version of CentroidHomfold requires not only target RNA sequence whose secondary structure is to be predicted but also its homologous sequences. However, CentroidHomfold in Rtools does not need homologous sequences because Rtools automatically collects homologous sequences of the input from RNA sequence database (constructed based on Rfam database) (16). Figure 1 . A snapshot of the Rtools web server (http://rtools.cbrc.jp/). Users can paste RNA sequence in the text form (located in the top part) and press the submit button, then the server quickly returns various analyses based on secondary structures for the sequence (not shown); the results are downloadable with a few formats: TEXT, PNG, PDF and EPS. Additionally, users can easily adjust several internal parameters in each tool through web interface (shown in the bottom part).
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IPKnot
IPKnot (17) predicts RNA secondary structures including pseudo-knot, while CentroidFold predicts only pseudoknot-free RNA secondary structures. As with CentroidFold, IPKnot employs the maximum expected accuracy estimators in combination with integer programming for optimizing the score function with base-pairing probabilities derived from the principle of MEA. In general, computational costs should be much higher than secondary structure prediction without pseudo-knot. Although the worst case time complexity of IPKnot is not polynomial order, it has been empirically proven that IPKnot is fast enough for long RNA sequences.
A predicted secondary structure by IPKnot is visualized using VARNA (18) . ViennaRNA package (14) are utilized to compute base-pairing probability matrix for McCaskill model. Additionally, NUPACK (Dirks-Pierce model) (19) is utilized for computing base-pairing probability matrix with considering pseudo-knot structures.
CapR
CapR (4) efficiently computes marginal probabilities that each RNA base position is located within each secondary structural context, where six categories of RNA structures were taken into account: (i) stem, (ii) hairpin, (iii) bulge, (iv) internal loop, (v) multi-branch loop and (vi) exterior loop (cf. Figure 3) . In CapR, those marginal probabilities are computed according to a probability distribution of secondary structures of a given RNA sequence, provided by McCaskill (energy) model.
In order to reduce computational time, CapR introduces a maximal span of base-pairs, leading to the computational time of O(Lw 2 ), where w is a maximal span of base-pair and L is the length of input sequence.
Raccess
Raccess (5) computes accessibility (the marginal probability of forming a single strand with respect to a probability distribution of secondary structures) of every region of RNA sequences. In Raccess, McCaskill model is uti- Figure 2 . The upper triangular matrix shows a base-pairing probability matrix (BPPM) of a tRNA sequence (having a 'clover-leaf' secondary structure), produced by Rtools web server (with CentroidFold). A base-pairing probability is a marginal probability (with respect to a probability distribution of secondary structures) that a pair of nucleotides form a base-pair. The colors of plots show the values of probabilities. On the other hand, the lower triangle shows the optimal RNA secondary structure predicted by CentroidFold, using the base-pairing probability matrix shown in the upper triangle. lized for a probability distribution of secondary structures. Although the accessibility for every nucleotide is computed by using probability of being unpaired, which is easily calculated by base-pairing probability matrix, Raccess enables users to specify the accessible length (Figure 4 ), which would be useful for miRNA target predictions. Given an input sequence x and a segment [a, b] , which means the sub-sequence x a x a + 1 ···x b of a given RNA se- quence x, the accessibility of the segment is defined by
where
In the above, S[a, b] is all the secondary structures having range [a, b] as loop region (Clearly, S[a, b] ⊆ S(x) holds).
Accessible energy is considered to be energy that is required to keep range [a, b] being accessible. Note that accessibility is closely related to marginal probabilities with respect to a probability distribution of secondary structures (cf. Equation 5).
Rchange
Rchange (6) computes entropy and internal energy changes of secondary structures for mutated sequences. Given an input RNA sequence x and its mutated sequence x , the relative change of ensemble free energy is defined by
In the above, Z(x) is the partition function (defined in Equation2). In Rtools, the maximum and minimum values of Equation 6 with respect to SNPs for each position in the sequence are provided (cf. Figure 5) . Recently, 'riboSNitch' has been receiving great attentions (20) and Rchange will be useful for computational analysis for riboSNitch.
RintD
RintD (1) provides an efficient method to summarize the probability distribution p(θ |x), which cannot be summarized (visualized) easily due to its high dimensionality of each solution. Given a reference (or target) secondary structure y ∈ S(x) of interest, S d denotes a set of RNA secondary structures whose hamming distance from y is equal to d. More formally, we define
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where p d is a marginal probability as follows:
In RintD, McCaskill model is utilized as p(θ |x). For a given RNA secondary structure y, α% credibility limit (7) (denoted by CL(␣)) is defined as follows:
where N is the set of all natural numbers. In other words, α%-credibility limit is the minimum Hamming distance radius that contain α% of the possible RNA secondary structures (7). Clearly, the credibility limit for the target sequence can be computed by utilizing (1)), which is also implemented in Rtools (cf. Figure 6 ).
AN EXAMPLE OF PERFORMING Rtools WEB SERVER
As a case study of our web server (Rtools), we took a transfer RNA (tRNA) sequence (AL138651.1/64525-64597): GGGGAUGUAGCUCAUAUGGUAGAGCG CUCGCUUUG CAUGCGAGAGGCACAGGGUUCG AUUCCCUGCAUCU CCA, and analyzed it by using Rtools. As a result, the execution time of Rtools was within 1 min.
A base-pairing probability matrix and the optimal secondary structure predicted by CentroidFold of the tRNA sequence are shown in upper and lower matrices in Figure 2 , respectively. The figure shows that CentroidFold successfully predicted 'clover-leaf secondary structure' of tRNAs for this sequence. Although the BPPM does not predict RNA secondary structures, it includes richer information of secondary structures than the optimal secondary structure. Moreover, Figure 3 indicates the results for CapR, where the marginal probabilities of six structural contexts (Bulge, Exterior, Hairpin, Internal, Multiblanch and stem) in each position are shown. We emphasize that those structural information includes richer information than conventional base-pairing probability matrix. Figure 4 shows the accessibility (Equation 4) of the sequence, where three accessible lengths are shown. Users can find accessible region from this figure; in this case the figure suggests that the loop region of 'clover-leaf secondary structure' is accessible. Figure 5 shows the results of Rchange for the same tRNA sequence, where the upper bound and lower bound of dF/|F| in Equation 6 are plotted in each position. By utilizing this figure, users can easily find nucleotides whose SNPs greatly affect the RNA secondary structures. Additionally, it would be useful to see predicted secondary structures (by CentroidFold) and context profiles (by CapR) in combination with the results of Rchange. Figure 6 (the results of RintD) shows the distribution of secondary structures from the reference structure (the optimal structure predicted by CentroidFold). In summary, by utilizing Rtools, users can obtain not only secondary structures but also various information including marginal probabilities of structural context (computed by CapR), accessibility (computed by Raccess), the influence of single nucleotide mutation (computed by Rchange) and the summary of the distribution with respect to the predicted secondary structure (computed by RintD).
DISCUSSION
There exists several related web servers such as RNAfold web server (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/RNAfold.cgi) (14) , RNAstructure web server (21) and Sfold web server (22) . As described in previous sections, Rtools include several features that are different from those existing web server.
One direction to improve the web server is to incorporate experimental probing information (23) into our structural analyses. Because there exist several methods to incorporate the probing information into RNA secondary structure prediction e.g. (24), we plan to implement one (or a few) of those methods in the future.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have developed a novel web server, Rtools (http://rtools.cbrc.jp/), to perform various secondary structural analyses on single RNA sequences by CentroidFold, CentroidHomfold, IPKnot, CapR, Rchange, Raccess and RintD (all of which were published in reliable journals). The all tools in Rtools are closely related to marginal probabilities with respect to probability distribution of RNA secondary structures of given RNA sequence. By 'one-click', users can conduct various analyses of single RNA sequences that they are interested in, and obtain many results which will be utilized for their research paper and/or their further study.
ENDNOTES
In general, marginal probabilities are computed by the following form: p = ∈ S p(|x) where S is a subset of S(x) (S ⊂ S(x)). Various marginal probabilities are introduced according to S.
